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Motivation



AI issues for CH



Imaginary beings and anachronisms



Refining basic classes

Bishop



Challenges when training the painting 
class detector 



Visual relations depicted in paintings

* People killing other people not represented in Coco and other 
photograph-based databases

*



Deep learning for object class detection

 

Object
detection / correction

(Neural Network + 
Transfer learning)

MS-COCO
pre-trained 

model

6K paintings 
with captions
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Extract classes
from paintings

Filter out 
anachronic

COCO classes

E.g. + sword, dragon, 
mitre

E.g. - motorcycle, cell 
phone

Set of classes 
for

transfer 
learning

TIME 
MATRIX

Object 
detection



Refining object detection via a language model
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Generate visual
relation context
(i.e. guess most 
likely predicate)

Generate reference
context (i.e. guess
most likely word

that predicts
visual relation)

Description generation

E.g. person with a sword

E.g. person with a sword
Is a warrior

Relabel bounding boxes
and iterate

Stop if no new labels
E.g. warrior 

instead of person 

A warrior 
on a 

horse

Natural 
language 

model 
for 

description 
generation 

Generate candidate visual 
relations between BBs

-Transformer-based language model
- Model attempts to predict the value of a masked word
- Prediction based on semantic context provided by the 
other, non-masked,  words in the sequence
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Characteristics of high 
quality training data



Saint George on a Bike Dataset
15003 paintings
CC license
Paintings related to SGoaB classes 
Resolution of images high enough for working with small objects 
API or possibility to scrape the data



Descriptions in art collections  

*

Unstructured 
metadata



Descriptive sentence classifier

*

F1 Score: 0.58



Preprocessing in the descriptive sentence 
classifier

*

F1 Score: 0.9



Identifying visual verbs (in progress)

*

Person

Physical object



Different classifications



Different classifications from visual 
relations

Spurius Cassius
Postumius Tubertus’ son



Different classifications from visual 
relations

St. Theodore
Cadmus
St. George
Siegfried



Issues on evaluation



Variability in reference-based 
evaluation metrics (e.g. BLEU, ROUGE)

REFERENCE: Madonna with Christ as a child on her lap

Saint Mary holding a child

REFERENCES: Christ Pantocrator, Christ in Majesty

A man sitting on a chair and holding a book



Thank you!


